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Abstract
Lockdown interventions employed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic as part of a
suppression strategy have been evaluated via research at biomedical, economic, and
psychological levels of analysis. The aim of this article is to integrate these perspectives into
an interdisciplinary biopsychosocial review. Biomedical evidence from the early months of
the pandemic suggests that lockdowns were associated with a reduced viral reproductive rate,
but also that less restrictive measures had a similar effect. Lockdowns were not associated
with reduced mortality in any studies apart from modelling studies. Psychological research
supports the proposition that lengthy lockdowns may exacerbate stressors such as social
isolation that have been shown to be strong predictors of falling ill if exposed to a respiratory
virus. Research at the socioeconomic level of analysis points to the possibility that deaths
associated with economic harms may outweigh the deaths that lockdowns save, and that the
extremely high financial cost of lockdowns may have negative implications for overall
population health in terms of diminished resources for other health issues. Suggestions for
future research are provided to promote an increasingly fine-grained and nuanced evaluation
of these policies.

Keywords: Covid-19, lockdown, health policy, non-pharmaceutical interventions, health
policy, stress, interdisciplinary
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INTRODUCTION
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought about a dilemma for governments across the world:
whether to enforce lockdown interventions to reduce the spread of the virus, in the
knowledge that such policies contain the potential for harms as well as benefits.12 The aim of
this paper is to present a biopsychosocial analysis of lockdown measures, via a review of the
biomedical, psychological and socioeconomic arguments for and against them.
Lockdown measures are interventions enacted by governments in response to a
pandemic that have all of the following three features, according to the OECD:3 (a) legally
enforced mandatory restrictions on individual movement and social interaction imposed on
all people living within a region, state or nation (b) the forced temporary closure of
businesses, schools and hospitality venues within that same region, state or nation, and (c)
legal statutes to ensure that violation of these restrictions is a criminal offence.
Within these common parameters, lockdown interventions show considerable
variety.4 They vary in duration, relation to the timeframe of a pandemic, severity of measures
imposed, and penalties applied for not complying with measures. Where lockdowns are not
imposed, a diverse range of other non-pharmaceutical interventions are available, for
example temporary border closures, banning large gatherings, quarantining of cases,
shielding the vulnerable, test-and-trace systems, mask mandates and public transport
restrictions.5 As examples of government responses that do not qualify as lockdowns,
Norway and Finland implemented restrictive measures early in the pandemic such as school
closures, limits on the size of gatherings and guidance to work from home, but there were no
stay-at-home orders or restrictions on household mixing in these two countries.
A common portrayal of the lockdown debate is of the sceptic versus the advocate,
however many health professionals have taken moderate positions in between these two
sides, for example a group of 77 health professionals in the UK wrote an open letter to the
3
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British government in September 2020 stating they although they supported the March-June
lockdown, they would not support lockdown measures applied from September onwards due
to the increasing risk of collateral harm attached to lengthy lockdowns.6
An important distinction in relation to lockdown interventions is between suppression
strategies and elimination strategies.7 Of the 180+ countries that have reported Covid-19
cases, as of January 2021, four are currently pursuing an elimination strategy. These are
China, Taiwan, Australia and New Zealand. In these countries, the aim is to maintain cases of
Covid-19 close to zero. The fundamentals of this approach are: (1) complete border closures
to foreign nationals until herd immunity is achieved via vaccination, (2) strict quarantine for
nationals returning from overseas, (3) highly developed test-and-trace systems, and (4) strict
local lockdowns to contain outbreaks to contain it. In China, another mechanism at the centre
of their elimination approach is mass surveillance via a governmental tracking app.8 It is
expected that the borders of these four countries may remain closed until 2022, with possible
exceptions of travel corridors between the countries.9
An elimination strategy requires a highly developed public health system and IT
infrastructure for a test-and-trace system (including most adults owning smartphones),
sufficient affluence to afford the absence of tourist and business travel for up to two years,
and the capacity to totally close borders. Three of the four countries taking an elimination
approach are island nations with no land borders, and China, the exception to this, is using
military force to maintain fully closed land borders.
The elimination strategy is not an option for emerging economies that neither have the
infrastructure for such a policy nor the economic resilience to afford a full border closure for
up to several years. It is also problematic for many wealthy countries for a variety of reasons.
For European Union countries, closing themselves from the rest of the EU for several years is
not viable given that the EU is premised on freedom of movement between member
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countries. In the UK, closing the border between Northern Ireland and Ireland for a matter of
years is not possible given the Good Friday Agreement. In the USA, states rather than the
federal government set Covid-19 policy and there is no way of closing a state off from the
rest of the USA. In sum, the elimination strategy remains an option for only a select number
of countries.
The potential costs of the elimination approach will only be known after the pandemic
is over.10 Elimination can only be temporary and thus, at some point after mass vaccination,
the countries who have pursed the strategy will need to open up and allow the virus to
circulate. At that point, they will find out if the vaccine is sufficient for population immunity.
Crucially, an elimination strategy requires local lockdowns to contain outbreaks. It cannot
work without them. Suppression strategies, in which the virus is allowed to circulate but
government measures are taken to manage and slow it, do not inherently require lockdowns.
Some countries and states that are employing suppression strategies have implemented
lockdowns during the Covid-19 pandemic, but others, such as South Korea, Belarus and
Tanzania, have implemented a range of other less restrictive interventions instead.
The review of the evidence presented below pertains to countries and states
employing suppression strategies. I consider the issue from three analytical levels:
biomedical, economic and psychological. All these levels are crucial to informing a
considered conclusion about whether lockdowns, in the context of suppression strategies, are
efficacious and appropriate responses to the Covid-19 pandemic.
THE BIOMEDICAL LEVEL OF ANALYSIS
Research on lockdowns at the biomedical level of analysis focuses on the relationship
between governmental pandemic interventions and numbers of positive tests, case
reproduction number, and mortality. The principle argument for enacting lockdowns at this
level of analysis is that they temporarily reduce hospital admissions and deaths, via reducing
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the transmission of viruses between individuals for the period over which the intervention is
applied. There is a fast-growing body of evidence that can be used to evaluate whether
lockdowns achieve this objective.

Cross-country research on cases and reproduction number
Haug et al. used data on government interventions and Covid-19 cases in 79 countries
from March and April 2020 to run an analysis of the relationship between different
government interventions and growth in cases over time.11 It was found that the most
effective method for reducing the rate of growth in cases was small gathering cancellation,
followed by school closures and border restrictions. They found that lockdowns do reduce the
rate of case growth, but, like the aforementioned OECD study, they conclude that “a suitable
combination (sequence and time of implementation) of a smaller package of such measures
can substitute for a full lockdown in terms of effectiveness, while reducing adverse impacts
on society, the economy, the humanitarian response system and the environment.”12
Brauner et al. analysed effects of seven interventions (gatherings limited to 1000
people or less, gatherings limited to 100 people or less, gatherings limited to 10 people or
less, some businesses closed, non-essential businesses closed, educational establishments
closed, and stay-at-home orders) between 22nd of January and the 30th of May 2020, across
34 European countries and 7 non-European countries.13 They found that closing educational
institutions, limiting gatherings to 10 people or less, and closing face-to-face businesses
reduced transmission considerably. However, they found that stay-at-home orders had a
lower association with reproductive rate than the other measures.
Bendavid et al. studied COVID‐19 case growth over time in subnational regions of 12
Northern Hemisphere countries between February and April: England, France, Germany,
Iran, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, South Korea, Sweden, the US, Sweden and South Korea.14
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They found that implementing non-pharmaceutic interventions was associated with
significant reductions in case growth in 9 out of 10 study countries, including South Korea
and Sweden (only Spain had a non‐significant effect). The study found no benefit of
restrictive lockdown interventions compared with the less restrictive interventions applied in
Sweden and South Korea. In France, the application of lockdown was associated with higher
levels of case growth rates compared with Sweden and South Korea. The study concludes
that less restrictive measures generally lead to the same case growth rates as lockdowns.
Li et al. studied data from 131 countries up to June and found that a decreasing case
growth rate over a period of 28 days was associated after school closures, workplace closures,
banning public events and a regulation to stay at home where possible.15 The study also found
that while introducing restrictions generally led to a reduction in case growth of 3-24% after
28 days, lifting them led to increases of 11-25%.
An OECD study based on data from 130 countries from January to August found that
lockdown interventions do bring the reproduction rate of a virus down.16 They also found that
measures that are less economically destructive were as effective. For example, a
combination of restricting visits to care homes, a test-and-trace system, testing in care homes,
recommendations for elderly to stay at home and mandatory mask wearing together drive the
reproduction rate down more than a lockdown policy.
In summary, the evidence from cross-country and cross-state comparison studies is
that lockdowns contribute to lowering the reproduction rate of the virus. However, the studies
that have directly compared interventions have found that more moderate policies such as
small gathering cancellation may be more effective than blanket lockdowns. Such evidence is
further supported by within-country analyses that have looked at changes following
interventions, such as an analysis of German interventions that found that banning small
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gatherings was particularly effective, and that a combination of interventions in April 2020
helped to reduce the R rate.17
Cross-country research on mortality
Further research has looked at lockdowns and mortality by comparing interventions
across countries. Firstly, Chaudhry et al. compared Covid-19 case numbers and mortality data
across 50 countries, based on data up to 1st May 2020. They found that in these early months
of the pandemic, mortality rates were associated with higher obesity, higher GDP-per-capita,
and higher income inequality, but there was no association found between mortality and
lockdown measures.18
Secondly, De Larochelambert et al., using data up to August 31st 2020 from 188
countries, found that high Covid-19 mortality was predicted by a country having higher lifeexpectancy, higher prevalence of chronic diseases such as cancer and heart disease, along
with a high level of metabolic risk factors such as an inactive lifestyle and obesity. The
stringency of government lockdown response was not associated with mortality.19
Thirdly, Meo et al. (2020) compared lockdown measures across 27 randomly selected
countries. Prevalence and mortality were measured 15 days before, 15 days during, and 15
days after the lockdown. There was no significant decline found in prevalence or mortality at
the 15 day after measurement, when compared with 15 days before or 15 days during the
lockdown.20
In contrast, Sornette et al. analysed data from 35 countries (European and North
American) found an association between the number of deaths during the 20 days following
the date at which cases passed 1 death per million within a country, and the stringency of
government measures 20 days before that date (to allow for the delay between infection and
death).21 Almost all the countries on the intervention census date were still in February or the
first half of March and so had not yet implemented a lockdown. For example, Italy had the
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earliest lockdown after China on March 9th, but this study looked at interventions being taken
on March 2nd, while Ireland implemented its first lockdown on March 27th and this study
looked at measures it was taking on March 22nd. Thus, this analysis is principally about the
effect of interventions enacted very early in the pandemic prior to lockdowns, so can’t be
taken as reliable evidence in relation to lockdown policies.
In summary, a provisional conclusion from this small number of cross-country studies
on government interventions mortality is that there is no association between severity of
government response and Covid-19 deaths after the introduction of lockdowns.
A caution with all the above research is that the studies are based on correlational
associations, and there are a range of extraneous variables that can influence how a country or
state fares in terms of case and mortality numbers, including the way that such data are
reported. For example, Covid-19 deaths are not defined in the same way across all
countries.22 Many of the studies described above do attempt to control for confounding
variables, for example obesity and climate, but that does not preclude the possibility of
others. Thus, the literature should, despite becoming increasingly consistent and clear, be
treated with continued caution.

Computer modelling research
A different approach to analysing the effect of government interventions is via computer
simulation of the no-intervention scenario. Flaxman et al. used this approach, looking at
deaths attributable to Covid-19 across 11 European countries between February and early
May.23 They modelled the combined effect of social distancing, self-isolation of infected
individuals, banning of public events, school closure and stay-at-home orders, therefore the
model was not specific to lockdown. The researchers compared the actual mortality in these
countries over February-May with a computer simulation of the scenario where no actions
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had been taken at all. Based on that, the article concluded that the interventions taken by
these nations may have reduced Covid-19 deaths by 3 million.
Several commentaries have been critical of Flaxman’s study. Soltesz et al. take issue
with Flaxman et al. using their findings to argue that lockdown is effective, as according to
the same modelling approach, the public events ban in Sweden was as effective as lockdowns
in 10 other countries at driving down infection rates.24 Kuhbandner and Homburg in a
commentary on the article presented evidence that the lockdown in the UK (one of the
countries in Flaxman et al.’s study) had no effect on deaths, given the established 23-day
delay from infection to death.25 They show that growth was already declining by the time the
lockdown would have influenced death rates and there was no shift at all in the downward
trajectory of deaths when the lockdown would have potentially come into an effect.
An epidemiological simulation study by Hsiang et al. modelled changes in case
numbers over time between February and May 2020 across six countries (China, South
Korea, Iran, Italy, France and the USA) and concluded that, when compared with the
computer scenario of no interventions taken, government containment interventions as a
whole had reduced the growth rate of infections by a substantial and statistically significant
amount.26
A potential limitation of all the aforementioned computer modelling studies is that
they assume a continued exponential rise of the virus in the absence of interventions until all
individuals are infected, but research has shown that virus case growth does not continue on a
path of exponential growth; infection rates slow and decline of their own accord without any
government intervention over a period of approximately 8 weeks.27 This hypothesis was put
to the test when South Dakota had a high surge of Covid-19 infections in October 2020 and
subsequently implemented no lockdown or business closures. The surge peaked in midOctober and cases returned close to pre-surge levels in December, suggesting that 2 months is
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an appropriate estimate of the timeframe for a virus surge to decline without the use of
restrictive interventions. This fact that there is natural remission from exponential growth
without intervention means that the computer simulations of deaths in the no policy scenario
were likely overestimations.
In summary, the computer modelling research on combined government interventions
has modelled the effect of all public health interventions versus a hypothetical scenario of no
interventions taken at all, and has concluded that the interventions have been instrumental in
slowing the growth of the pandemic over the early months of February to May. What they do
not show is the relative merits of lockdowns versus other measures. These models have also
been based on parameters about virus growth, population susceptibility and lockdown
effectiveness that have been questioned by critics. The models have also assumed that
lowering infection rates also lowers deaths in proportion. However, the cross-country studies
suggest that this assumption is problematic. This may be because the collateral damages of
lockdowns mean that while case numbers are lowered, susceptibility to serious illness and
death is increased through the adoption of lockdown policies. This claim is substantiated
further in the subsequent sections on economic and psychological effects.

The biomedical costs of lockdown
A limitation with all the research studies discussed above is that they give no or minimal
attention to the negative effects of lockdown.28 This is equivalent to assessing the efficacy of
a drug that has potentially deadly side-effects without any mention of the side-effects.
A key concern about lockdown policies, particularly stay-at-home policies, is that
they lead to a decline in uptake of other important health services. For example, lockdown in
the UK led to a 70% decline in cancer referrals.29 The drop in cancer diagnosis and treatment
has led some cancer specialists to suggest that a cancer pandemic may follow the Covid-19
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pandemic.30 An analysis of excess deaths in the UK from delay in cancer treatment during the
March-June lockdown suggests that from breast cancer, lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and
oesophageal cancer, over a period of 5 years following the pandemic there will be
approximately 3300 to 3600 additional deaths. In light of the young age of many of these
individuals, the total years lost to life from this cancer surge is calculated at approximately
59,000–63,000.31
Another issue in terms of negative effects of extended lockdowns on physical health
is the drop in exercise and activity that is evidenced in a proportion of the population.32
Exercise has been shown to enhance immunity to disease, so when a higher proportion of the
population become inactive during lockdown, it is plausible that more individuals will
become susceptible to illness when exposed to Covid-19.33
The challenge with interpreting reduced uptake of other health services and reduced
exercise during lockdowns is that the extent of such reduction in the event of no lockdown is
unclear. People are likely to avoid medical appointments and going to exercise locations due
to fear of a pandemic virus anyway, irrespective of lockdown injunctions. Future country
comparison research on this will help to resolve this question, but until then the matter
remains ambiguous.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LEVEL OF ANALYSIS
The psychological level of analysis considers the effects of lockdowns on thinking, emotion
and behaviour, along with how these may have impacts on health outcomes. This level of
understanding, so often omitted from media coverage, may be key to understanding the
reasons why lockdowns do not have notable efficacy over more moderate or voluntary
measures.
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The first psychological argument in favour of lockdown measures is that they are
what most people want, hence they have a democratic mandate. Polls in the UK showing high
support for lockdown attest to this.34,35 The psychologist Erich Fromm theorised that when
people perceive an increase in disorder and danger within their community or environment,
they feel an existential anxiety that breeds a desire for safety and security via paternalistic
and authoritarian forms of governance.36 A similar hypothesis has more recently been
presented from studies that have found disease prevalence predicts authoritarian governance
and authoritarian attitudes across countries.37
An example of this link between the pandemic and the popularity of authoritarianism
was evidenced in the German state of Bavaria. Markus Söder, Minister President of Bavaria,
implemented more draconian restrictions than other German states, such as a stay-at-home
order and fines of up to €25,000 for non-compliance.38 Söder was explicit about this approach
being paternalistic – he said that "in a crisis, people often want Father to come and sort it
out."39 Söder’s popularity increased exponentially as a result of his firm approach in the early
months of the pandemic, far more so than other leaders in Germany.40 However, the strict
measures applied in Bavaria appear to have been less effective than the more moderate
measures taken in other states; Bavaria has had the second highest Covid-19 mortality per
capita of 16 German states, by the end of 2020. It has over double the mortality rate of seven
of these states.
Another psychological argument presented to support lockdown is that lockdowns
reduce the amount of post-traumatic stress disorder associated with bereavement and illness.
For example, the UK government has justified its tiered system of mandatory enforcements
by arguing that it is likely to lessen the burden from post-traumatic stress disorder, by
limiting the number of those infected and who go on to suffer from severe illness.41 The
assumption here is that lockdown measures reduce symptomatic infection more than lighter
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non-pharmaceutical measures. Research does not provide clear support for this assumption
currently.
Contrary to the claims of the UK government that lockdowns reduce anxiety,
researchers have found that anxiety and depression both increase with the duration of
lockdowns and that lockdowns are a serious threat to mental health.42 Research from China
also found that anxiety levels in a population reduce from 30% to 21% when lockdowns are
eased.43 A further study using data from China in February and March found that depression
was significantly higher in the lockdown group but fear was not.44 In support of this, previous
research on the effects of quarantines in prior pandemics suggest that they are related to
depression that extended over a period of 3 years.45

Loneliness, stress and lockdown
Stay-at-home orders and rules precluding mixing with other households can lead to social
isolation and loneliness, particularly in those living alone. Statistics from the UK suggest that
loneliness may be a silent epidemic running alongside the pandemic.46 Research on a US
sample found that up to April there was little by way of an increase in loneliness.47 But as
2020 progressed, the statistics have got worse. A more recent survey published in December
found that a shocking 65% of US adults living under lockdown measures expressed high
levels of loneliness, compared with 48% of those living without such restrictions.48 A study
from the UK found that loneliness rates in the UK increased from 10% before lockdown to
24% in lockdown.49 More recently, an analysis of UK data from the Office of National
Statistics determined that 9 million people may be suffering from loneliness now, after
multiple lockdowns and further restrictions on household mixing outside of lockdown
periods.50
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In the UK, some parts of the country have been under policies that ban almost all
social interaction with people outside of one’s own household for over four months in total
since the start of the pandemic. Corresponding to this, a recent report from the Office of
National Statistics suggests that loneliness levels in the UK continued to rise all the way from
March to the most recent data collected in November.51
A meta-analysis of studies found that social isolation, measured objectively or
subjectively, increases the risk of premature death.52 After accounting for covariates, the
increased risk of death was 26% for reported loneliness, 29% for social isolation, and 32%
for living alone. Other studies have found that increasing the amount of social activity
experienced by individuals in nursing homes predicts a decrease in mortality.53
One reason that loneliness and social isolation elevate the risk of mortality is that they
precipitate an endocrine stress response that impairs immune functioning and thus makes
people more susceptible to disease.54 For example, one study found that loneliness is
associated with poorer antibody responses to the flu virus.55 Similarly, Cole et al. found that
in isolated or lonely participants, leukocytes showed an increased expression of genes
involved in inflammation and a decreased expression of genes involved in antiviral
responses.56
A series of experiments have been conducted by Cohen investigating the link between
psychosocial factors and immune function, which are potentially relevant in regard to
lockdown loneliness, unemployment and Covid-19.57 Since the 1980s, Cohen and colleagues
have studied the effects of psychosocial factors on immunity via an experimental design in
which participants are exposed to a respiratory virus by nasal spray (either flu virus,
coronavirus 229E or rhinovirus Types 2, 9, and 14) and then are observed for a number of
days in quarantine. On average, 25% to 40% developed symptoms of the respiratory disease
after exposure. Pertinently, this is a similar rate to the percentage of individuals who test
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positive for Covid-19 who show symptoms.58 Among the strongest factors that predicted
showing illness in Cohen’s studies after viral exposure is psychological stress. The stressful
events that are most predictive of showing symptoms are chronic stressors lasting more than a
month, such as loneliness and being unemployed. In a recent review of this research in
relation to Covid-19, Cohen tentatively concludes that government interventions that increase
social isolation and unemployment may be magnifying factors that increase susceptibility to
respiratory illness.
Further negative effects of loneliness and social isolation are their impairment of
restorative sleep, which leads to greater susceptibility to disease.59 Added to this, loneliness
brings about a higher risk of suicide, adding to the elevated mortality risk associated with the
mass isolation that lockdown policies bring.60
A marker of those who develop severe symptoms of the Covid-19 disease is impaired
immune functioning, specifically interferon deficiency in the blood.61 Given that loneliness
and social isolation are scientifically recognised to be as dangerous as smoking when it
comes to risk of premature death, extended lockdown policies that prohibit face-to-face social
interaction over many months may increase risk of mortality due to immunosuppressive
effects, particularly in vulnerable populations who lack social support.62
As well as potentially impairing immune functioning, the loneliness and social
isolation induced by lengthy lockdowns may influence behaviour after restrictions are lifted
in ways that undermine any benefits gained during lockdown. There is research to suggest
that people respond to the lifting of lockdowns by increasing the amount of social contact to
an unusually high level, in ways that not only cancel out the benefits of lockdown but
actually make the situation worse than before the lockdown. For example, the aforementioned
analysis of introducing and lifting restrictions across multiple countries by Li et al. found that
introducing restrictions led to a reduction in case growth of 3-24% after 28 days, while lifting
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them led to increases of 11-25%.63 In sum, after a temporary restriction of social activity is
lifted, growth rates may tend to increase to a higher level than they were before the
lockdown.
There may also be a further reason for irresponsible behaviour observed after
lockdowns are lifted. Lockdowns work on the basis that a pre-conventional morality, based
on the threat of punishment, must be used to enforce correct behaviour during a pandemic.
Pre-conventional morality is that which is typically shown in young children; moral guidance
is dictated externally by parents, guardians or teachers, and is enforced through rewards and
punishments.64 Young children’s behaviour is managed in this way because they have not
developed an internalised ethic of civic responsibility, which is the foundation of
conventional morality.65 To apply a pre-conventional approach to managing the pandemic
therefore equates to treating adults like children. The danger of such an approach is that by
engendering a parent-child arrangement of external controls and punishments, lockdowns
may actively undermine the tendency of people to behave like adults and to use their own
good sense.66
The idea that informed consent and personal responsibility should normally be at the
centre of healthcare is coded in medicine as the ethic of autonomy.67 The premise of
upholding this ethic is that it leads to better health outcomes over the long term, despite the
fact that some individuals may refuse treatment and so be harmed or die as a result of this.68
Despite this, Western medicine is founded on the premise that giving mentally competent
adults the right to refuse treatment is worth that risk.69
This same approach is generally taken to public health policy too. Drinking alcohol is
a pertinent example: It leads to a considerable burden of illness – the World Health
Organisation estimates 3 million people die every year around the world as a result of the
harmful use of alcohol, so greater than the Covid-19 death toll for 2020.70 There is no doubt
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that legal prohibition of alcohol beverages brings lower numbers of alcohol-related illness,
for example in Saudi Arabia where alcohol is banned, alcohol-related deaths are close to
zero.71 Yet democratic societies continue to allow people to have the choice. This is part of a
general commitment to the benefits of informed choice and the long-term benefits this brings.
However, autonomy and freedom are not absolute; all modern liberal democracies
combine autonomy and freedom of choice with some degree of paternalism.72 For example,
alcohol and cigarettes are allowed, but most countries ban other drugs. Freedom of speech is
allowed, but defamation and slander laws put boundaries around this. Driving cars is allowed
despite the high risk of harm, but seatbelts are legally obligated and drink-driving is banned.
In this vein, politicians and citizens alike must evaluate how much paternalism they consider
to be acceptable in the name of saving lives during a pandemic and must ensure that the
general population are confident that such restrictions are temporary.73

THE SOCIOECONOMIC LEVEL OF ANALYSIS
Financial resources for funding medical treatments and interventions are finite. Trade-offs
must be made, as money used to fight one disease means funds being unavailable to treat or
prevent others.74 A concept that is used by many countries to justify whether a treatment or
intervention is worth the cost, in an environment of finite resources, is the “Quality adjusted
year of life” or QALY.75,76 One quality-adjusted life year (QALY) is one year of life in good
health. Hence, when a young person dies, there is a greater loss of QALYs than when an
older person dies. In the UK, the National Institute for Clinical Excellence has a metric to
determine whether a treatment is cost-effective and thus should be adopted (i.e. that money is
not better spent to save lives and alleviate suffering elsewhere). This metric is £20,000 to
£30,000 per QALY saved.77 Other countries set the bar at different levels, but all health
services require some quantification in this regard to facilitate distribution of resources.
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Miles et al. conducted an economic analysis of the costs and benefits of the MarchJune lockdown in the UK.78 They analysed the potential lives saved by the March-June
lockdown, on the premise that lockdowns do indeed save lives, then considered the costs of
the lockdown in terms of reduced GDP. They found that in all their various calculations, the
costs outweigh the benefits by at least £59 billion (2 million QALYs), and up to £547 billion
(approx. 20 million QALYs). The authors conclude: “This suggests that the costs of
continuing severe restrictions are so great relative to likely benefits in lives saved that a rapid
easing in restrictions is now warranted.”79
One other cost-benefit analysis conducted by Israeli researchers found that a
lockdown for 200 days would cost $45,000,000 per saved death, hence that governments
should consider this very high economic price when deciding on how long to implement
national lockdown interventions for, given the inevitable toll on other public services and
health services that are affected by reduced funds available.80
A multi-faceted analysis of the economic and ethical implications of measures taken
by governments conducted by Reddy expresses concerns that the expenditure and resources
invested in lockdowns and other non-pharmaceutical interventions are not proportionate and
will, overall, decrease the aggregate population health over time.81 For example, he makes the
point that a 4.9% reduction in world GDP is predicted this year as a result of lockdowns,
which is approximately US$4 trillion. If a world GPD growth of 2% is assumed as the
counterfactual for 2020 (lower than recent years), then the cost of non-pharmaceutical
interventions taken to combat Covid-19 would exceed US$5 trillion, which is greater than the
total global annual expenditure on all other health issues prior to the crisis.
Reddy argues serious questions must be raised regarding whether lockdowns will, in
fact, lower, rather than increase, overall population health over time, due to other health
objectives that have lower cost and higher benefit being deprioritised. Consider the following
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figures as an example: The UK has spent £280 billion on fighting Covid-19, which is
considerably higher than the total spending on health and social care in a typical year in the
UK, while $2.6 trillion has been spent in response to Covid-19 in the USA. Meanwhile, it has
been estimated that global eradication of malaria by the year 2040 would cost approximately
$120 billion. Such an initiative would potentially save 11 million lives.82
Another form of economic cost-benefit analysis conducted by Thomas has focused on
the effect of lockdowns on decreased GDP and hence on mortality in the UK.83,84,85 The
methodology used was based on a calculation called the J-value, which considers the tradeoff between safety-increasing effects and loss of income due to the costs of implementation.
The essence of this approach to look at the change to years of life expectancy that a particular
safety intervention brings, similar to the use of QALYs in healthcare economics. In relation
to Covid-19 lockdowns, the cost is modelled as the effect on GDP. GDP is a very strong
predictor of life expectancy; Thomas’ J-value, based on GDP, explains 80 per cent of the
variation in life expectancy across 162 nations.86 In other words, on average, the wealthier a
country is, the longer its people live.
Thomas estimated a 13% reduction in GDP for the UK over 2020 and assumed, based
on previous recessions, that the country does not return to pre-pandemic levels until 2022.
Both estimates appears to be accurate; in November, Reuters estimated a GDP contraction of
11.3% in 2020 (given the subsequent lockdown the contraction will be greater) and a partial
recovery of 5.5% in 2021.87 The increased impoverishment that this economic shrinkage
causes will lead to the loss of 34.9 million years of life expectancy, which is the equivalent
loss of 830,000 lives, given the life expectancy of the average UK citizen.88 Even in a
scenario in which the pandemic is not controlled by any lockdown, the number of lives lost to
the pandemic is calculated as only a small fraction of the total lost to economic decline and
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increased poverty that an extended lockdown would subsequently bring.89 Thomas thus
concludes that lockdowns are remedies that may well have costs that outweigh benefits.
A criticism of this cost-benefit approach is that GDP will be depressed in a pandemic
anyway, so it is uncertain how much of the loss of GDP is down to the lockdown. Sweden,
with no lockdowns implemented, is a useful comparison in this regard; its economy is
predicted to shrink by 2.9% during 2020, which is one of the lowest GDP declines in Europe
despite mortality rates that are about average across European states.90 Therefore, there is
growing evidence that lockdowns and forced business closures contribute to the majority of
GDP loss during the pandemic.
A further key issue at the economic level of analysis pertains to the number of
individuals being pushed into poverty and/or unemployment during the pandemic. The World
Bank has estimated that 150 million people may be pushed into extreme poverty during the
pandemic.91 The Charity UNICEF have explicitly linked this increase in poverty to the
negative effects of lockdown policies,92 as have other researchers.93 Peru is a case study in
this regard. It implemented one of the toughest and earliest lockdowns in the world.94 Despite
the severe lockdown, as of December 2020 Peru had the fifth worst fatality rate in the world
out of 218 countries.95 Most people in Peru are in the informal economy and work in
agriculture, mining and fishing. Most are paid in cash and have little or no savings, meaning
that Peruvians need money weekly to feed their family.96 Therefore, for some it may have
been a matter of stay in lockdown and starve, or break lockdown to feed your family.97 The
potential for poverty, stress and malnutrition that a severe lockdown causes in countries like
Peru may drive up susceptibility to illness in ways that outweigh the benefits of reduced
transmission of the virus. This would at least explain Peru’s contradiction between early and
extreme lockdown and very high mortality.
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There is a moderate correlation between GDP-per-capita and life expectancy (0.31 in
developed countries, 0.47 in emerging/developing countries), and also between total health
expenditure per capita and life expectancy (0.23 in developed countries and 0.51 in
developing countries).98 Thus, we should expect to see a lowering of average life expectancy
associated with the declining GDP due to the Covid-19 recessions across the world, and that
this will hit emerging economies hardest.
Closely related to the issue of poverty is the increase in unemployment due to
business closures and stay-at-home orders that have been implemented as part of lockdown
interventions. For example, 400,000 more people in the UK were unemployed in December
2020 than in December 2019, despite the furlough scheme.99 Approximately 5 million more
people in the USA were unemployed in November 2020 than in February 2020,100 while
more than 97,000 businesses permanently shut across the US during the pandemic up to
September.101 Unemployment is a high-risk factor for mortality. A meta-analysis of the
relationship between unemployment and mortality found that the risk of death for
unemployed persons was 63% higher than the risk of death for employed persons.102 One
explanation for this link is that unemployment has been found to lead to markers of
accelerated physical ageing at the genetic level; a study found that those who are chronically
unemployed shower shorter telomeres than a matched control group.103 A further concern is
that unemployment rate has a close relationship with suicide rate; Canadian data shows that a
1% increase in unemployment leads to 1-2% increase in suicide104,105 Although suicide
numbers overall are small compared with pandemic deaths, they tend to occur in younger
adults and so equate to more QALYs lost.
One final consideration at the economic level of analysis is whether the approach to
the pandemic taken this year is sustainable as an approach to pandemics going forward. If
there were another pandemic in 5 years’ time, it is an open question as to whether countries
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that take a suppression strategy could afford to adopt a lockdown-based approach again.
Many countries will likely still be dealing with the effects of the post-Covid recession, the
weight of their increased national debt, and the deleterious effects on social cohesion and
mortality that high unemployment brings.106 It is therefore doubtful that this year’s response
represents an economically sustainable solution to global pandemics.107,108

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The evidence base about lockdowns is still in a nascent state as there was no
precedent for these interventions prior to 2020. Currently, there is no way of stating with
certainty whether lockdown damages will be greater than benefits or vice versa. Overall, the
current evidence base leans towards harms outweighing benefits, but this may change if
further evidence of a highly significant effect of lockdowns on mortality emerges.
Based on the biomedical evidence as it stands, the provisional conclusion is that a
combination of moderate measures, such as limiting gatherings to 10 people or less and social
distancing, work as effectively as lockdowns to reduce growth in case numbers, without the
damages inflicted by the latter. The stay-at-home order appears to be less efficacious than
expected. Furthermore, currently, there is little substantive empirical evidence that lockdowns
reduce mortality despite lowering case growth rates. This may be due to immunosuppressant
economic and psychological stressors that increase the risk of death in ways that offset the
reduced risk of mortality brought by temporarily lower infection rates. This is supported by
research showing social isolation, loneliness and unemployment lead to heightened
susceptibility to coronavirus infection.109 This must be factored into the continued policy
decision-making.
Economic harms of lockdowns have been calculated via modelling the effects of
depressed GDP on potential loss of life years, and through calculating the effects on lost
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resourcing for health more generally. These studies, focused mainly on UK data, have mainly
concluded that lockdowns may lead to more life lost than life saved.
All conclusions on lockdowns are provisional given that the literature on lockdown
mortality effects will continue to develop across 2021 and there is no published research on
the second wave of the virus yet. Furthermore, little is known about the effects of the timing,
strictness and duration of a lockdown. Short lockdowns will have less detrimental effects on
unemployment and social isolation than longer ones, so the variable of duration must be
taken into account in future studies that have access to data over a longer period of time than
currently published studies.
In terms of future research, studies need to investigate how cases and deaths relate to:
(a) the timing of the lockdown relative to the course of the pandemic, (b) the duration and
severity of the lockdown measures, and (c) whether the lockdown is implemented in an
emerging economy with high levels of absolute poverty, or a developed economy where there
is a relatively high level of affluence and an employment market based around service and
media industries where a large proportion of individuals can work from home. Importantly,
the medium- to long-term effects of lockdown policies must be examined as well as the more
prevalent short-term effects, in light of the potential for rebound effects after lockdown.
Furthermore, there is currently no published research on the link between lockdowns and
hospitalisation rates. This is another important area to focus on going forward.
The potential collateral damages caused by lockdowns should also be the focus of
further study over the coming years. The issues include social isolation, unemployment and
depression, poverty and its varied negative effects on health including impaired immune
functioning, as well as depleted funds for other forms of healthcare, and issues that relate to
communities and families that have been damaged: domestic violence, suicide, crime and
more. Future research should aim to estimate how much more of these problems lockdowns
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bring compared with more moderate non-lockdown interventions (rather than just compared
to a no-intervention scenario) and also how much the potential damage will differentially
affect high income countries and middle-to-low income countries.
An evidence-based take on lockdowns is unlikely to reach a categorical conclusion
that they do or do not work. A more likely conclusion, given the complexity of the dilemma,
is that they may be beneficial at certain points in the pandemic, for example early in the
process, but damaging if maintained as a policy over months or years. Whether or not the
current lynchpin of lockdown strategies, the stay-at-home order, demonstrates incremental
value over and above other less isolation-inducing measures, remains to be seen.
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